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Abstract
Both SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV-1 initially appeared in China and spread to other parts of the world.
SARS-CoV-2 has generated a COVID-19 pandemic causing more than 6 million human deaths
worldwide, while the SARS outbreak quickly ended in six months with a global total of 774 reported
deaths. One of the factors contributing to this stunning difference in the outcome between these two
outbreaks is the inaccuracy of the RT-qPCR tests for SARS-CoV-2, which generated a large number of
false-negative and false-positive test results that have misled patient management and public health
policymakers. This article presents Sanger sequencing evidence to show that the RT-PCR diagnostic
protocol established in 2003 for SARS-CoV-1 can in fact detect SARS-CoV-2 accurately due to the
well-known ability of the PCR to amplify similar, homeologous sequences. Using nested RT-PCR
followed by Sanger sequencing to retest 50 patient samples collected in January 2022 and sold as RTqPCR positive reference confirmed that 21 (42%) were false-positive. Routine sequencing of the RTPCR amplicons of the receptor-binding domain (RBD) and N-terminal domain (NTD) of the Spike
protein (S) gene is a tool to avoid false positives and to study the effects of amino acid mutations and
multi-allelic single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the circulating variants for investigation of
their impacts on vaccine efficacies, therapeutics and diagnostics.
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Introduction

The SARS-CoV-2 virus that causes the COVID-19
pandemic is genetically closely related to the
SARS-CoV-1 virus that caused the outbreak of
severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) in late
2002. Both viruses have a genome of singlestranded positive-sense RNA of nearly 30,000
nucleotides that share a 79% similarity [1,2], and
both use the angiotensin-converting enzyme 2
(ACE2) as their major receptor to enter the host cell
[3].
As of 4 April 2022, there were more than 491
million cumulative human cases and more than 6
million deaths due to COVID-19 [4], which were
reported worldwide with a case fatality rate of
1.22% since its outbreak in late 2019. By contrast,
the SARS outbreak ceased in July 2003 with a
global total of 8,098 reported cases and 774 deaths
[5], a case fatality rate of 9.7%, which is 7.95-fold
higher than that of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Comparative studies suggested that a higher
transmission rate of SARS-CoV-2 among human
populations was responsible for the high death toll
of COVID-19 [6,7].
However, there are also public health measure
differences in managing these two outbreaks, which
might have contributed to the higher global death
toll of COVID-19. For example, the public record
shows that during the 2002/2003 SARS outbreak in
China, the laboratory diagnostics for SARS cases
were based on conventional RT-PCR using a series
of primers. After purification of the PCR products,
cycling sequencing reactions were performed to

determine the nucleotide sequence for the definitive
molecular diagnosis of SARS-CoV-1 infections [8].
According to one report, the US CDC-designed
PCR primers were directed to the polymerase gene
of all coronaviruses and amplified a 405 bp
fragment from the newly emerging coronavirus.
The amplicon was then sequenced and compared
with the GenBank reference sequences for
molecular diagnosis [9]. In another document, the
CDC recommended using three specific primers to
perform RT-PCR on patient samples and to
sequence a 348-bp PCR amplicon “to verify the
authenticity of the amplified product” [10]. With
accurate diagnoses based on DNA sequencing,
prompt isolation of patients and early treatment, the
SARS outbreak ended in July [11]; the pandemic
was stopped in 2003 by applying travel restrictions
and isolating individuals infected by SARS-CoV-1
[12]. To reaffirm this gold-standard approach to
diagnose RNA viruses, the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) also issued a guideline on
January 2, 2009 that detection of enterovirus RNA
requires generating RT-PCR amplicons from two
different genomic regions of the virus and to
perform bi-directional sequencing on one of the
amplicons; and the sequence of the amplicon should
match the reference or consensus sequence of the
virus [13].
Contrary to the previously established protocol
and guideline set by the CDC and the FDA for the
diagnosis of SARS-CoV-1 and for RNA viruses,
the SARS-CoV-2 commercial RT-qPCR assay kits
are generating a Ct number, an unproven surrogate
for nucleotide sequence, for “the presumptive
qualitative detection of nucleic acid from the 2019nCoV” under emergency use authorization [14].
Using conventional RT-PCR and Sanger sequencing,
as recommended by the CDC for SARS-CoV-1 in
2003, to retest two sets of patient samples showed
that the current commercial RT-qPCR test kits for
SARS-CoV-2 assays generated at least 20% falsenegative and 30% false-positive results on
nasopharyngeal swab samples collected from
145
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patients with respiratory infection in early 2020
[15] and 47% false positives in the nasopharyngeal
swab samples collected from patients with
respiratory infection in the month of October, 2020
in the United States [16], before any variants of
concern emerged.
Accurate viral detection is a starting point to
contain the COVID-19 pandemic [17,18]. Early
accurate diagnosis with early isolation and early
treatment of the patients can significantly reduce
the number of deaths. A comparative study of case
infection rate (CIR) and case fatality rate (CFR)
between healthcare workers (HCW) and non–
healthcare workers (non-HCW) in Wuhan during
the SARS-CoV-2 outbreak showed that while the
CIR of HCWs (2.10%) was dramatically higher
than that of non-HCWs (0.43%), the CFR of HCWs
(0.69%) was significantly lower than that of nonHCWs (5.30%) [19]. Improving test sensitivity and
specificity remains an urgent need [17-18, 20].
The purpose of this study was to introduce a
generic amplicon sequencing protocol implementable in diagnostic laboratories, as recommended by
the CDC [10] and the FDA [13], to verify the
definitive detection of SARS-CoV-2 in patient
samples, including determination of its variants by
partial S gene sequencing.
Accurate determination of the mutations in the
RBD and NTD of the S gene of the SARS-CoV-2
Omicron variants is needed in selecting therapeutics
for COVID-19 patients. The current standard care
in antiviral treatment for moderate to severe
COVID-19 includes the use of the monoclonal
antibody combination REGN10933 (casivirimab)
and REGN10897 (imdevimab) [21]. However, the
K417N, E484A, S477N, and Q493R mutations in
the RBD would lead to loss of electrostatic
interactions with REGN10933, whereas a mutation
of G446S would lead to steric clashes with
REGN10987 [22], causing neutralization escapes
[23]. The Q493R and Q498R mutations are known

to introduce additional electrostatic interactions
with ACE2 residues Glu35 and Asp38, respectively,
whereas S477N enables hydrogen-bonding with
ACE2 Ser19. Collectively, these latter mutations
strengthen ACE2 binding and could be a factor in
the enhanced transmissibility of Omicron relative to
previous variants [21]. In addition, the deletions of
NTD amino acid sequences, such as Δ69-70, Δ141144 and Δ146 are known to be associated with
immune escape in certain patients because these
deletions may hinder NTD recognition by
neutralizing antibodies from convalescent plasma
[24].

2

Materials and Methods

2.1. RT-qPCR positive reference samples for
evaluation
A total of 50 nasopharyngeal swab specimens from
patients with clinical respiratory infection, which
were collected in the month of January 2022 and
tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 by an RT-qPCR
assay, were re-tested in this study by Sanger
sequencing for the presence of the Omicron variant.
Another 16 nasopharyngeal swab samples from
patients with clinical respiratory infection, which
were collected in October, 2020 and verified to be
true-positive for SARS-CoV-2 by bidirectional
partial Sanger sequencing of the N gene and S gene
RBD [15], were used to evaluate the effectiveness
of the SARS-CoV-1 specific PCR primers [10] in
detecting SARS-CoV-2 genomic RNA.
These RT-qPCR positive reference specimens
without patient identifications were purchased from
Boca Biolistics Reference Laboratory, Pompano
Beach, FL, a commercial reference material
laboratory endorsed by the FDA as a supplier of
clinical samples positive for SARS-CoV-2 by RTqPCR assays. According to the commercial
supplier, the swabs were immersed in VTM or
saline after collection and stored in freezer at -80°C
temperature following the initial testing.
146
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2.2. Extracting viral RNA from infected cells
As previously reported, the test was designed to
detect the viral RNA in the infected cells as well as
in cell-free fluid [15, 16, 25]. To this end, about 1
mL of the nasopharyngeal swab rinse was
transferred to a graduated 1.5 mL microcentrifuge
tube and centrifuged at ~16,000× g for 5 min to
pellet all cells and cellular debris. The supernatant
was discarded except the last 0.2 mL, which was
left in the test tube with the pellet. To each test tube
containing the pellet and the residual fluid, 200 µL
of digestion buffer containing 1% sodium dodecyl
sulfate, 20mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.6), 0.2M NaCl and
700 μg/mL proteinase K, was added. The mixture
was digested at 47°C for 1 hr in a shaker. An equal
volume (400 µL) of acidified 125:24:1 phenol:
chloroform:isoamyl alcohol mixture (Thermo
Fisher Scientific Inc.) was added to each tube. After
vortexing for extraction and centrifugation at
~16,000×g for 5 min to separate the phases, the
phenol extract was aspirated out and discarded.
Another volume of 300 μL of acidified 125:24:1
phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol mixture was
added to the aqueous solution for a second
extraction. After centrifugation at ~16,000× g for 5
min to separate the phases, 200 μL of the aqueous
supernatant without any material at the interface
was transferred to a new 1.5 mL microcentrifuge
tube. To the 200 μL aqueous sample, 20 μL of 3M
sodium acetate (pH5.2) and 570 μL of 95% ethanol
were added. The mixture was placed in a cold metal
block in a freezer set at -15 to -20°C for 20 min, and
then centrifuged at ~16,000× g for 5 min. The
precipitated nucleic acid was washed with 700 μL
of cold 70% ethanol. After a final centrifugation at
~16,000× g, the 70% ethanol was completely
removed with a fine-tip pipette, and the microcentrifuge tube with opened cap was put into a
vacuum chamber for 10 minutes to evaporate the
residual ethanol. The nucleic acids in each tube
were dissolved in 50 μL of diethylpyrocarbonatetreated water (ThermoFisher), and contained

residual human genomic DNA serving as indicator
of sample adequacy. All nucleic acid extracts were
tested immediately or stored at - 80°C until testing.
2.3. PCR conditions
To initiate the primary RT-PCR, a total volume of
25 µL mixture was made in a PCR tube containing
20 µL of ready-to-use LoTemp® PCR mix with
denaturing chemicals (HiFi DNA Tech, LLC,
Trumbull, CT, USA), 1 µL (200 units) of Invitrogen
SuperScript III Reverse Transcriptase, 1 µL (40
units) of Ambion™ RNase Inhibitor, 0.1 µL of
Invitrogen 1 M DTT (dithiothreitol), 1 µL of 10
µmolar forward primer in TE buffer, 1 µL of 10
µmolar reverse primer in TE buffer and 1 µL of
sample nucleic acid extract.
The ramp rate of the thermal cycler was set to
0.9 °C/s. The program for the temperature steps was
set as: 47°C for 30 min to generate the cDNA, 85°C
1 cycle for 10 min, followed by 30 cycles of 85°C
30 sec for denaturing, 50°C 30 sec for annealing,
65°C 1 min for primer extension, and final
extension 65°C for 10 minutes.
The nested PCR was conducted in a 25 μL
volume of complete PCR mixture containing 20 μL
of ready-to-use LoTemp® mix, 1 μL of 10 μmolar
forward primer, 1 μL of 10 μmolar reverse primer
and 3 μL of molecular grade water.
To initiate the nested PCR, a trace (about 0.2 μL)
of primary PCR products was transferred by a
micro-glass rod to the complete nested PCR
mixture. The thermocycling steps were programmed
to 85°C 1 cycle for 10 min, followed by 30 cycles
of 85°C 30 sec for denaturing, 50°C 30 sec for
annealing, 65°C 1 min for primer extension, and
final extension 65°C for 10 minutes.
Transferring of PCR products was carried out by
micro-glass rods in a PCR station, not by
micropipetting, to avoid aerosol contamination.
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2.4. DNA sequencing
The crude nested PCR products showing an
expected amplicon at agarose gel electrophoresis
were subjected to automated Sanger sequencing
without further purification. To initiate a Sanger
reaction, a trace (about 0.2 μL) of nested PCR
products was transferred by a micro-glass rod into
a thin-walled PCR tube containing 1 μL of 10
μmolar sequencing primer, 1 μL of BigDye®
Terminator (v 1.1/Sequencing Standard Kit), 3.5 μL
5× buffer, and 14.5 μL water in a total volume of 20
μL. Twenty (20) enzymatic primer extension/
termination reaction cycles were run according to
the protocol supplied by the manufacturer (Applied
Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA).

After a dye-terminator cleanup, the Sanger reaction
mixture was loaded in an Applied Biosystems
SeqStudio Genetic Analyzer for sequence analysis.
Sequence alignments were performed against the
standard sequences stored in the GenBank database
by online BLAST. The sequences were also visually
analyzed for nucleotide mutations and indels.
2.5. PCR primers
The sequences of the 3 hemi-nested RT-PCR
primers used to generate a 348-bp amplicon of the
SARS-CoV-2 ORF1ab gene were listed in a CDC
document [10]. Their sequences and the sequences
of the nested RT-PCR primers used in this study for
amplification of the N gene, the RBD and the S
gene NTD [15, 16, 25] are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Sequences of PCR primers used to generate nested RT-PCR amplicons for Sanger sequencing

Table 1 summarizes the 4 sets of PCR primers used in this study. The intended nested PCR amplicon size is
underlined. Although not used in this study, the general primer set for amplification of the S gene NTD has been
further modified to bypass the Δ24-26 and A27S mutations of the Omicron BA.2, BA.4 and BA.5 subvariants. The
sequences of the new general primer set for the S gene NTD amplification are:
SB11 5'-TCTCTAGTCAGTGTGTTAATC-3’ Primary Forward
SB6 5’-TTTGAAATTACCCTGTTTTCC-3’ Primary Reverse
SB12 5’-TTAATCTTACAACCAGAACTC-3’ Nested Forward
SB8 5’-ATTACCCTGTTTTCCTTCAAG-3’ Nested Reverse
148
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2.6. Determination of variants of concern and interest was based on the amino acid mutations found
in partial sequencing of the S gene and N gene listed in Table 2
Table 2. Key amino acid mutations in the S gene RBD, S gene NTD and the N gene
used for variant determination [26–28]

Table 2 shows that sequencing the 445-bp ACE2 RBD nested PCR amplicon can detect the key amino acid mutations
from S371 to Y505. The combination patterns of these RBD mutations with additional information from the NTD
sequencing can reliably diagnose all major variants of concern and variants of interest.

3

Results

Since Sanger sequencing is used to provide physical
evidence, based on which the diagnostic technology
and data are evaluated, a higher-than-usual number
of electropherograms are presented in the Results.
3.1. Using SARS-CoV-1 specific RT-PCR
primers to detect SARS-CoV-2
Sixteen (16) SARS-CoV-2 positive samples
collected in October 2020 were selected for heminested RT-PCR amplification with the 3 PCR
primers, which the CDC designed and recommended
for SARS-CoV-1 specific RT-PCR diagnosis in
2003 [10]. They all generated a 348-bp amplicon
with an identical 306-base interprimer sequence.

One of the 16 pairs of bidirectional sequencing
electropherograms is presented in Figures 1A and
1B for illustration (overleaf). The 5’-3’ composite
sequence derived from the two electropherograms
presented in Figures 1A and 1B is as follows:
GCCTCTCTTGTTCTTGCTCGCAAACATACAACG
TGTTGTAGCTTGTCACACCGTTTCTATAGATTA
GCTAATGAGTGTGCTCAAGTATTGAGTGAAAT
GGTCATGTGTGGCGGTTCACTATATGTTAAACC
AGGTGGAACCTCATCAGGAGATGCCACAACTG
CTTATGCTAATAGTGTTTTTAACATTTGTCAAG
CTGTCACGGCCAATGTTAATGCACTTTTATCTA
CTGATGGTAACAAAATTGCCGATAAGTATGTC
CGCAATTTACAACACAGACTTTATGAGTGTCTC
TATAGAAATAGAGATGTTGACACAGACTTTGT
GGATGAGTTTTACGCTTACCTG
149
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Figure 1A

Figure 1B

The two computer-generated bidirectional sequencing electropherograms presented in Figures 1A and 1B show the
3’-5’ sequence of a SARS-CoV-2 gene RT-PCR amplicon, using the CDC-recommended SARS-CoV-1 Cor-p-R1 () reverse PCR primer 5’-CAGGTAAGCGTAAAACTCATC -3’ as the sequencing primer (Figure 1A), and the 5’-3’
sequence of the same amplicon, using the CDC-recommended forward PCR primer Cor-p-F3 (+) 5’150
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GCCTCTCTTGTTCTTGCTCGC-3’ as the sequencing primer (Figure 1B), respectively. The RT-PCR amplification
was successful in spite of 4 mismatched nucleotides pointed by 4 arrows in the two underlined primer sequences. One
mismatch is in the forward primer (Figure 1A) and 3 mismatches are in the reverse primer (Figure 1B). One of the
mismatched nucleotides, a base G, is located in the 3’ end of the reverse primer (Figure 1B).

Submission of this 348-base sequence for
BLAST alignment analysis showed that the 306base interprimer sequence has a 100% match with
more than 1,000 SARS-CoV-2 ORF1ab gene
sequences recently deposited in the GenBank and
the corresponding segment of the SARS-CoV-2
Wuhan Hu-1 prototype sequence. One of the
>1,000 matches is presented in Figure 2A, a
segment of SARS-CoV-2 ORF1ab gene sequence
derived from a sample collected in Minnesota, USA

on January 30, 2022 with GenBank sequence ID#
OM775626. This reference sequence was copied
from the GenBank database and pasted in Figure 2B
for comparison with a corresponding SARS-CoV-2
Wuhan Hu-1 prototype sequence (GenBank
Sequence ID# NC_045512.2), presented in Figure
2C, to show that there is only one-base difference
between the OM775626 and the Wuhan Hu-1
prototype sequence in this 348-base segment in the
reverse primer-binding site.

Figure 2A

Figure 2A is copy of a BLAST report from the GenBank showing a 348-base segment of SARS-CoV-2 genome
sequence generated by a pair of PCR primers specifically designed by the CDC for SARS-CoV-1 RT-PCR diagnostics.
This BLAST report only listed 344 of the 348 bases submitted for alignment because the reverse primer has 2 adjacent
unmatched GG/TT bases near its 5’ end. One T/A mismatch in the forward primer and 1 G/A mismatch in the reverse
primer are typed in red. The G/A mismatch in the 3’ end of the reverse primer did not prevent a successful PCR
amplification.
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Figure 2B

Figure 2B is part of a SARS-CoV-2 ORF1ab gene sequence retrieved from the GenBank database, Sequence ID:
OM775626 (submitted in February 2022). It contains a 306-base sequence fully matching the interprimer sequence
presented in Figures 1A and 1B. The 3 CDC-recommended SARS-CoV-1 specific RT-PCR primer sequence sites are
shaded gray or typed in red color. The mismatched nucleotides between the SARS-CoV-1 primers and the SARSCoV-2 template are green-highlighted. It shows 2 nucleotide mismatches in the Cor-p-F2 (+) forward primary PCR
primer position (shaded gray), 1 mismatch in the Cor-p-F3 (+) heminested forward PCR primer position (typed in red
immediately downstream of the Cor-p-F2 (+) primer), and 3 mismatches in the Cor-p-R1 (-) heminested reverse PCR
primer position (typed in red).

Figure 2C

Figure 2C is part of a SARS-CoV-2 ORF1ab gene sequence retrieved from the GenBank Wuhan Hu-1 prototype
Sequence ID: NC_045512.2. Compared to Sequence ID: OM775626, this Wuhan Hu-1 prototype sequence has one
additional A/A mismatch against the Cor-p-R1 (-) heminested reverse PCR primer 14 bases away from the 3’ end of
the primer.
Based on the findings presented in Figures 1 and 2, the 3 SARS-CoV-1 Specific RT-PCR Primers recommended
by the CDC in 2003 could easily have been used to detect the SARS-CoV-2 Wuhan Hu-1 prototype at the time of the
outbreak for accurate RT-PCR/Sanger sequencing diagnosis of the COVID-19 cases to prevent or to curtail the
subsequent pandemic.

3.2. SARS-CoV-2 was detected by RT-PCR and
Sanger sequencing in only 29 of 50 RTqPCR positive reference specimens
The results of nested RT-PCR amplification of the
N gene and the S gene RBD of the 50 RT-qPCR
positive samples are presented in Figure 3, panels
A-E. Since the serial numbers M22-19 to M22-68
are for permanent Sanger sequencing identifications,
these numbers will be referred to in the Results and
Discussion sections of this paper for data
correlation. The long numbers on the agarose gel
images starting with S000 are ID numbers assigned

by the sample supplier for tracking their sources
because these samples were sold as reference
specimens, which may be used as the standard
comparator to support medical device manufacturers’
applications for FDA approval of new test kits.
Compared to the N gene PCR product bands,
which were similar to that of the control P in
fluorescence intensity on each run, the fluorescence
intensity of the RBD PCR product bands varied
greatly, although all the samples illustrated on each
panel were processed in the same testing run, using
the same nucleic acid extract to initiate the N gene
152
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Figure 3

Figure 3. These are images of agarose gel electrophoresis of the SARS-CoV-2 N gene, RBD and NTD nested RTPCR products. Panels A-E show a positive N gene band for 29 samples, M22-19, -20, -21, -22, -24, -29, -30, -31, 32, -35, -36, -38, -39, -40, -41, -43, -44, -47, -48, -51, -53, -55, -56, -57, -59, -63, -66, -67 and -68, in lanes 1, 2, 3, 4,
6, 11, 12, 13, 14,17,18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 29, 30, 33, 35, 37, 38, 39, 41, 45, 48, 49 and 50, respectively. These N
gene PCR product bands were all about 398 bp in size except for that of sample M22-31 in lane 13, which was smaller
in size and weak in fluorescence intensity (Panel B, lane 13 pointed by an arrowhead). The Ct values of the 50 RTqPCR positive samples were listed in the N gene parts of the gel images.
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RT-PCR and the RBD RT-PCR for each sample.
The samples M22-44 (Figure 3, panel C, lane 26),
M22-51 (Figure 3, panel D, lane 33) and M22-68
(Figure 3, panel E, lane 50) showed no RBD RTPCR amplification. But an RT-PCR amplification
of the NTD was successful on sample M22-44
(Figure 3, panel G, lane 44), indicating the presence
of an S gene in this sample (also confirmed by DNA
sequencing). All 29 samples found to be positive for
N gene confirmed by DNA sequencing were
subjected to an NTD nested RT-PCR amplification,
and the images of the NTD nested RT-PCR results
were presented in Figure 3, panels F, G and H,
which show that except for samples M22-47, M2251 and M22-68 (in Figure 3, panels G and H, lanes
47, 51 and 68), a robust NTD nested RT-PCR
amplicon band similar to that of the control P was
generated on the 26 samples that were also positive
for a SARS-CoV-2 N gene RT-PCR amplification.
A special set of nested RT-PCR primers was
designed in an attempt to amplify a segment of the
Figure 4

Figure 4. This image of agarose gel electrophoresis of
the nested PCR amplification products shows that 18 of
the 21 samples, which were negative for SARS-CoV-2
N gene and RBD RT-PCR amplification, contained a
segment of human BRCA gene, an indication of sample

S gene upstream of the RBD on samples M22-47,
M22-51 and M22-68 because the routine NTD
nested RT-PCR failed to generate an amplicon from
these 3 samples. Only 1 of the 3 samples, M22-51,
yielded a nested RT-PCR amplicon for DNA
sequencing.
All nested RT-PCR amplification products of the
N gene, RBD and NTD were subjected to bidirectional Sanger sequencing, using the respective
nested PCR primers as the sequencing primers. The
results are summarized in Table 3 (overleaf).
3.3. Three RT-qPCR positive samples contained
neither SARS-CoV-2 nor sufficient human
cellular material
The nucleic acid extracts of the 21 samples, which
were negative for N gene and RBD RT-PCR
amplifications (Figure 3, panels A-E), were tested
for the presence of human BRCA gene for sample
adequacy. The results are presented in Figure 4.

adequacy. However, 3 samples, M22-42, M22-60 and
M22-65, showed no human BRCA gene amplification,
indicative of a lack of sufficient human cellular material
in the samples. Notably, all these latter 3 samples had
generated low Ct values (24, 25 and 20) although they
did not contain detectable human cellular material or
SARS-CoV-2.
BRCA gene has been shown to be a more stable
indicator than the RNase P gene for the presence human
cellular materials in archived nasopharyngeal swab
specimens [15]. The fact that such low Ct values (24, 25
and 20) were generated by RT-qPCR testing on 3
clinical specimens, which had neither PCR-amplifiable
BRCA gene nor RT-PCR-amplifiable SARS-CoV-2
nucleic acid, raised the possibility that the Ct values of
the RT-qPCR may not always be a reliable yardstick for
measuring SARS-CoV-2 viral loads in patient
specimens. Numerous unidentified bacteria, fungi and
viruses living in the normal nasal passageway can
contribute nucleic acids to cause an unwanted positive
quantitative PCR with a low Ct number.
154
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Table 3. Correlation of the RT-PCR and the Sanger sequencing results of the 29 samples tested
positive for SARS-CoV-2 by an EUA RT-qPCR assay and confirmed by Sanger sequencing

In Table 3, PCR = nested RT-PCR; the symbol “+” means a band was visible and the symbol “─” means a band was
not visible at agarose gel electrophoresis.
FS(Co4) = Co4 forward sequencing primer;
FS(S9) = S9 forward sequencing primer;
FS(SB7) = SB7 forward sequencing primer;

RS(Co3) = Co3 reverse sequencing primer;
RS(S10) = S10 reverse sequencing primer;
RS(SB8) = SB8 reverse sequencing primer.

+ under FS(Co4) = R203K and G204R identified;
+ under RS(Co3) = R203K and G204R identified;
+ under FS(S9) = K417N, N440K, G446S, S477N, T478K, E484A, Q493R, G496S, Q498R, N501Y and Y505H
mutations identified in this sample;
+ under RS(S10) = T478K, S477N, G446S, N440K, K417N, S375F, S373P and S371L mutations identified in
this sample;
+ under FS(SB7) = A67V, Δ69-70, T95I, G142D and Δ143-145 mutations identified in this sample;
+ under RS(SB8) = Δ143-145, G142D, T95I, Δ69-70 and A67V mutations identified in this sample .
155
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3.4. Partial Sanger sequencing of the N gene and
S gene as a diagnostic test for SARS-CoV-2
and Omicron variants
As summarized in Table 3, 21 of the 29 sequencingconfirmed positive samples, namely sample M2219, M22-20, M22-21, M22-22, M22-24, M22-29,
M22-30, M22-32, M22-35, M22-38, M22-39,
M22-40, M22-43, M22-53, M22-55, M22-56,
M22-57, M22-59, M22-63, M22-66 and M22-67,
had R203K and G204R mutations in their N gene;
S371L, S373P, S375F, K417N, N440K, G446S,
S477N, T478K, E484A, Q493R, G496S, Q498R,
N501Y and Y505H mutations in their S gene RBD;
and A67V, Δ69-70, T95I, G142D and Δ143-145
mutations in their S gene NTD. These mutations

were verified by bidirectional sequencing of a
segment of the N gene, a segment of the RBD and
a segment of the S gene NTD on each sample.
However, 8 of the 29 samples, namely sample M2231, M22-36, M22-41, M22- 44, M22-47, M22-48,
M22-51 and M22-68, which were confirmed to
contain a segment of SARS-CoV-2 N gene by
sequencing, failed to show R203K and G204R
mutations in their N gene, or a complete set of
bidirectional RBD and NTD sequences for
definitive diagnosis of Omicron variant. A set of
bidirectional
sequencing
electropherograms
illustrating the Omicron variant mutations in the N
gene, the RBD and the NTD of the S gene in the
samples collected in January 2022 is presented in
Figures 5-10.
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Figure 5A

Figure 5B

Figures 5A and 5B. These two electropherograms show the N gene R203K and G204R mutations in sample M2224, using primer Co4 as the forward sequencing primer (5A) and the wildtype SARS-CoV-2 Wuhan-Hu-1 control
sequence for comparison (5B). Involved codons are underlined.
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Figure 6A

Figure 6B

Figures 6A and 6B. These two electropherograms showing the N gene G204R and R203K mutations in sample
M22-24, using primer Co3 as the reverse sequencing primer (6A) and the wildtype SARS-CoV-2 Wuhan-Hu-1
control sequence for comparison (6B). Involved codons are underlined.
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Figure 7A

Figure 7B

Figures 7A and 7B. These two electropherograms show the S gene RBD K417N, N440K, G446S, S477N, T478K,
E484A, Q493R, G496S, Q498R, N501Y and Y505H mutations in sample M22-24, using primer S9 as the forward
sequencing primer (7A) and the wildtype SARS-CoV-2 Wuhan-Hu-1 control sequence for comparison (7B).
Involved codons are underlined.
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Figure 8A

Figure 8B

Figures 8A and 8B. These two electropherograms show the S gene RBD T478K, S477N, G446S, N440K, K417N,
S375F, S373P and S371L mutations in sample M22-24, using primer S10 as the reverse sequencing primer (8A)
and the wildtype SARS-CoV-2 Wuhan-Hu-1 control sequence for comparison (8B). Involved codons are underlined.
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Figure 9A

Figure 9B

Figures 9A and 9B show the S gene NTD A67V, Δ69-70, T95I, G142D and Δ143-145 mutations in sample M22-24,
using primer SB7 as the forward sequencing primer (9A) and the wildtype SARS-CoV-2 Wuhan-Hu-1 control
sequence for comparison (9B). Involved codons are underlined. The positions of Δ69-70 and Δ143-145 are indicated
by a small arrow and a big arrow, respectively, in the M22 24 sequence (9A); and the corresponding nucleotides to be
deleted for Omicron BA.1 are in two rectangular boxes in the control sequence (9B).
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Figure 10A

Figure 10B
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Figures 10A and 10B show the S gene NTD Δ143-145, G142D, T95I, Δ69-70 and A67V mutations in sample M2224, using primer SB8 as the reverse sequencing primer (A) and the wildtype SARS-CoV-2 Wuhan-Hu-1 control
sequence for comparison (B). Involved codons are underlined. The positions of Δ143-145 and Δ69-70 are indicated
by a big arrow and a small arrow, respectively, in the M22-24 sequence (A); and the corresponding nucleotides to
be deleted for Omicron BA.1 are in two rectangular boxes in the control sequence (B).

3.5. Minor multi-allelic SNPs in the S gene NTD
of Omicron variant

3.6. Omicron variant with major multi-allelic
SNPs in the S gene and N gene

When the first set of electropherograms was
analyzed, it was noticed that there were inconsistent
segmental losses of sequencing signal in some of
the samples, for example, during sequencing of the
NTD of sample M22-24. This kind of loss of signal
was not observed during sequencing of the COVID19 samples collected prior to November 2020 [15,
16, 25]. In order to rule out technical artefacts that
might be introduced from run-to-run sequencing
variations, small aliquots (~0.2µL) were transferred
from one single tube of nested RT-PCR products
into several Sanger reactions with either forward
(SB7) or reverse (SB8) sequencing primer in one
single run to generate several electropherograms,
including those presented in Figure 9A, Figure 10A,
Figure 11 and Figure 12, for comparison.

The nested RT-PCR on sample M22-44 did not
generate a visible RBD amplicon (see Figure 3,
panel C, lane 26). But there was a clear NTD nested
RT-PCR amplicon on this sample (see Figure 3,
panel G, lane 44). Bidirectional DNA sequencing of
the NTD RT-nested PCR products showed typical
A67V, Δ69-70, T95I, G142D and Δ143-145
mutations, confirming the presence of an S gene in
the sample.

The presence of impure templates or multiple
templates in one Sanger reaction is a well-known
cause for loss of signal in DNA sequencing. Since
the unreadable segments in the electropherograms
presented in Figure 11 and Figure 12 are flanked by
perfect SARS-CoV-2 sequences in both ends, these
interfering DNAs must be parts of the target
templates, which have mutated to form multi-allelic
SNPs without an indel. An indel would have caused
sequencing frameshift after the site of an indel
[16,29].

Using the forward S9 PCR primer as the
sequencing primer, Sanger sequencing of the RBD
nested PCR products, which did not form a visible
DNA band at gel electrophoresis (Figure 3, panel C,
lane 26), showed small stretches of SARS-CoV-2 S
gene RBD sequence in the background of an
unreadable electropherogram, indicating that the
usually dominant RBD sequence was being
overshadowed by different species of RBD
sequences with multi-allelic SNPs (Figure 13).
However, base mutations of the RBD cannot be
determined.
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Figure 11

Figure 12

Figures 11 and 12. These electropherograms show loss of sequencing signal in the NTD reverse primer sequencing
from base position 180 to base position 230 (Figure 11) and from base position 90 to base position 238 (Figure 12)
although the template came from the same nested RT-PCR products, which were used as the template to generate
Figures 9A and 10A.
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Figure 13

Figure 13. This is an electropherogram of forward primer sequencing of the RBD nested PCR products of sample
M22-44 although a band of the PCR products was not visible to the naked eye (Figure 3, panel C, lane 26). Accurate
base calling on this electropherogram was not possible due to multiple overlapping sequences. But the
electropherogram showed one stretch of sequence “TTATAAATTACCA” in a single rectangle and another stretch
of sequence “TCTAATCTCAAACCTTTTGAGAGAGAT” identified by two rectangles located about 97 bases
downstream. These two stretches of sequences in their respective positions are characteristic of an S gene RBD of
SARS-CoV-2 (compare these two sequences with that illustrated in Figure 7 A). The lack of a dominant PCR
amplicon might account for the absence of an RBD nested RT-PCR product band for sample M22-44 (Figure 3, panel
C, lane 26).

After the emergence of the Omicron variants in
November 2021, SARS-CoV-2 genomes with
many undetermined nucleic acid sequences in the
RBD and the NTD of the S gene have been entered

in the GenBank database. One of these examples
similar to the unreadable segment of RBD sequence
(Figure 13 M22-44) is illustrated in Figure 14.
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Figure 14

Figure 14. This is an S gene RBD nucleotide sequence excised from GenBank Seq ID# OL898842. The nucleotide
positions 22615-22635 and 23039-23059 typed in red represent the positions of the sequences of the S9 forward
nested PCR primer and the S10 reverse nested PCR primer, respectively. The sites for the primary RT-PCR primers
are shaded gray. The letter “n” means that the base in that position can be a, c, g or t, undetermined due to multiallelic SNPs. Although the sequences of the N gene and the S gene NTD of the GenBank Seq ID# OL898842 showed
an amino acid mutation profile commonly associated with the Omicron variant, the profile of its amino acid mutations
in the RBD remains unknown due to multi-allelic SNPs in this region, as illustrated in the sequence shown in Figure
14.

The reverse primer sequencing of the N gene nested
PCR products on sample M22-44 generated a
sequence with a large ~168-base unreadable
segment between two perfectly deciphered
sequences (Figure 15), while the forward primer
sequencing showed a fully expected N gene
sequence with R203K and G204R mutations
commonly seen in an Omicron variant (Figure 16).
Loss of signal in diagnostic N gene sequencing
is unusual [15]. A search of the GenBank database
revealed that a group of SARS-CoV-2 sequences
submitted to the GenBank after October 2021
contained a 117-base segment gap (Figure 17),
which partially overlapped on the 168-base
sequence framed in the two rectangles in Figure 16.

An identical 117-base gap is also found in the N
gene of other SARS-CoV-2 genomes, such as those
listed in GenBank Seq ID# OV086560 and Seq ID#
OV080807. No translation was annotated in the
GenBank database for these isolates. In addition to
the 117-base gap, the green-highlighted 97-base
sequence in Figure 17 shares only partial identity
with the sequence in the rectangles in Figure 16.
The findings of multi-allelic SNPs in the N gene
and in the S gene RND in M22-44 suggest that at
least some of the Omicron variant isolates harbor
diverse genomic populations in one host [30-33].
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Figure 15

Figure 15 is the only N gene sequencing electropherogram among a total of 58 (Table 3) showing loss of signal in
a segment of DNA sequence. It was generated using a reverse sequencing primer. Since the beginning and the
ending parts of this sequence are accurately deciphered, the intervening segments of the templates must harbor
multi-allelic SNPs without insertions or deletions.
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Figure 16

Figure 16 is an electropherogram showing an expected DNA sequence for an Omicron isolate when the same N
gene nested PCR products, which were used to generate the sequence presented in Figure 15, were sequenced using
the forward Co4 primer as the sequencing primer. As shown in Figure 16, the template sequence has the R203K
and G204R mutations (codons underlined), usually present in the Omicron variants. The 168-base stretch of 5’-3’
sequence, which was unreadable in Figure 15, is now framed by two rectangles in Figure 16.

Figure 17

Figure 17 is a segment of the N gene nucleotide sequence excised from GenBank Seq ID# OV146725, showing a
117-base gap, in which the nucleotide bases could not be determined by DNA sequencing.
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3.7. Nontarget PCR amplification of the N gene
sequence due to a GGD deletion
On sample M22-31, the N gene nested RT-PCR
product formed a weak fluorescent band at agarose
gel electrophoresis. The molecular size of the band

was smaller than the others (Figure 3, panel B, lane
13). The results of bidirectional Sanger sequencing
of the N gene nested PCR product are presented in
Figures 18 and 19.

Figure 18

Figure 19

Figures 18 and 19 are electropherograms of the forward (18) and reverse (19) sequencing of the N gene nested PCR
products of sample M22-31. The R203 and G204 codons were not included in the PCR amplicon (see Figures 5 and
6).
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The 5’-3’ reading composite sequence derived from the
electropherograms of Figures 18 and 19 is a 212 bp PCR
amplicon with a sequence:

raised the possibility of its being a Delta variant,
especially when multi-allelic SNPs prevented
generation of an unambiguous RBD sequence.

CAATCCTGCTAACAATGCTGCTCTTGCTTT
GCTGCTGCTTGACAGATTGAACCAGCTTGA
GAGCAAAATGTCTGGTAAAGGCCAACAAC
AACAAGGCCAAACTGTCACTAAGAAATCT
GCTGCTGAGGCTTCTAAGAAGCCTCGGCA
AAAACGTACTGCCACTAAAGCATACAATG
TAACACAAGCTTTCGGCAGACGTGGTCCA
GAACAAA

However, a segment of 141-base sequence in the
reverse primer sequence of the RBD confirmed that
sample M22-31 was indeed an Omicron variant as
demonstrated in Figure 22. After this sequence was
converted to the 5’-3’ format, it read:

Submission of this sequence to the GenBank for BLAST
analysis induced a re-turned report shown in Figure 20.

A search of the GenBank database revealed a
group of recently submitted SARS-CoV-2 genomic
sequences that harbor a 214-216 GGD deletion
(Δ214-216) in the N gene. The deletion of the 214216 GGD codons created a new 9-base sequence
that fully matched the 9-base 3’ terminal sequence
of the nested PCR Co4 forward primer (see Figure
21).
The N gene 214-216 GGD deletion is often
reported in SARS-CoV-2 isolates with T95I,
G142D, E156del, F157del and R158G, the S gene
NTD mutations associated with the Delta variant,
for example, in GenBank Sequence ID# OL891989,
OL451208 and ID# OL553744. The finding of an
N gene 214-216 GGD deletion in sample M22-31

5’─AAACTGGAAATATTGCTGATTATAATT
ATAAATTACCAGATGATTTTACAGGCTGCG
TTATAGCTTGGAATTCTAACAAGCTTGATT
CTAAGGTTAGTGGTAATTATAATTACCTGT
ATAGATTGTTTAGGAAGTCTAATC
The underlined 138-base sequence encodes
amino acids 415-460 of the SARS-CoV-2 S protein
TGNIADYNYKLPDDFTGCVIAWNSNKLDSK
VSGNYNYLYRLFRKSN with K417N, N440K
and G446S mutations (underlined) that are
characteristic of an Omicron variant.
In addition, the bidirectional sequencing of the
NTD confirmed the presence of A67V, Δ69-70,
T95I, G142D and Δ143-145. One of the sequencing
panels showing A67V and Δ69-70 is presented in
Figure 23. Therefore, M22-31 was interpreted as an
unusual Omicron BA.1 variant with a 214-216
GGD deletion in its N gene based on information
retrieved from the GenBank.

Figure 20
Figure 20. This BLAST report indicates that there is no
100% ID match with the submitted 212-base sequence
in the GenBank database. The closest match with the
submitted sequence is a 200-base segment of the N gene
of a SARS-CoV-2 isolate, GenBank Sequence ID#
OL891989, if the first 12 nucleotides of the Co4 forward
nested PCR primer were excluded for the sequence
alignment.
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Figure 21

Figure 21 lists two SARS-CoV-2 N gene segments, one excised from the SARS-CoV-2 Wuhan Hu-1 reference
Sequence ID# NC_045512.2 (upper) and the other from Sequence ID# OL891989 (lower). For position identification,
the forward and reverse primary RT-PCR primers are highlighted blue, and the forward and reverse nested RT-PCR
primers are typed in red on the inner sides of the blue-highlighted primary PCR primers. As shown in the upper
sequence, the intended nested PCR amplicon is 398 bp in size, defined by the Co4/Co3 nested PCR primers. The 9base codons for GGD are shaded gray in the upper sequence. Theoretically, when a 9-base deletion occurs in a
template between two PCR primers, the expected amplicon should have reduced by 9 bases to 389 bp in size.
However, for sample M-22 31, a 212 bp amplicon was generated instead. That is because a new 9-base sequence,
caatgctgc (highlighted green in the lower sequence), fully matching the 3’ end sequence of the nested PCR forward
primer, was created. After acquiring a new 9-base sequence fully matching the 3’ terminus of a primer, a new primer
template duplex was formed to initiate a PCR. Given a choice, PCR always favors amplification of a shorter template
[34]
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Figure 22

Figure 22. This reverse primer sequencing electropherogram was generated by at least two homeologous gene
templates, which shared a 141-base common sequence before the heterogeneous base-calling peaks overlapped. The
homologous 141-base sequence reads:
3’─GATTAGACTTCCTAAACAATCTATACAGGTAATTATAATTACCACTAACCTTAGAATCAAGCTTGT
TAGAATTCCAAGCTATAACGCAGCCTGTAAAATCATCTGGTAATTTATAATTATAATCAGCAATATTTC
CAGTTT-5’.

Figure 23

Figure 23. This is an electropherogram showing A67V and Δ69-70, part of the NTD mutations characteristic of an
Omicron variant of SARS-CoV-2 in sample M22-31.
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3.8. Existence of two competing viruses as cause
of S gene sequencing failure
In sample M22-47, there were two competing
SARS-CoV-2 viruses, which were demonstrated by
bidirectional sequencing of the N gene nested PCR
products in Figures 24 and 25.
A search of the GenBank database revealed a
group of recently deposited SARS-CoV-2 genomic
sequences with R203K, G204R and S183P

mutations in the N gene, such as Sequences ID:
OM917790, OM807710, OM657831, OM512484
and OM508240. These isolates all have multiple
undetermined stretches of sequences in the S gene.
Sample M22-47 harbored at least two competing
populations of SARS-CoV-2 Omicron variant, one
with a S183P mutation in the N gene that may have
multi-allelic SNPs in or around the RBD of the S
gene, as shown in Figures 26 and 27.
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Figure 24

Figure 24 is a forward N gene sequencing electropherogram on sample M-22 47 generated by two competing
templates. One of the 2 templates has a T to C mutation at reference position 28820, indicated by an arrow (the
computer read the combined T/C peaks as a “C”). A nucleotide T>C mutation in this position changes the codon
TCT (serine) to CCT (proline), creating an amino acid mutation S183P. The R203K and G204R mutations for an
Omicron variant are underlined.
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Figure 25

Figure 25 is an electropherogram of the reverse N gene sequencing of the same nested PCR product that was used to
generate the electropherogram presented in Figure 24. The mutated nucleotide G peak in the competing template is
superimposed on the “A” peak of the parental sequence, pointed by an arrow. The G204R and R203K mutations are
underlined.
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Figure 26

Figure 26 is an electropherogram of the forward primer sequencing of the S gene RBD nested PCR products of
sample M22-47 (Figure 3, panel C, lane 29). It shows K417N, N440K, G446S, S477N, T478K, E484A, Q493R,
G496S, Q498R, N501Y and Y505H mutations in the dominant sequence, which is diagnostic of an Omicron variant
BA.1.
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Figure 27

Figure 27 is an electropherogram of the S gene RBD reverse sequencing of the same nested PCR product that was
used to generate the electropherogram presented in Figure 26. Accurate base calling was not possible due to
multiple overlapping sequences. But the electropherogram showed at least 3 short stretches of sequence (in
rectangles) which are characteristic of an S gene RBD of SARS-CoV-2. (Compare this electropherogram with that
illustrated in Figure 8A.)

3.9. Unpredictable multi-allelic SNPs prevented
S gene RT-PCR amplification
As shown in Figure 3, panels F, G and H, the S gene
NTD RT-PCR was negative for samples M22-47,
M22-51 and M-68 although the forward sequencing
of the RBD cDNA amplicon showed a typical
profile of mutations for Omicron variant for sample
M22-47 (see Figure 26). To prove that the samples
with “non-visible” gel electrophoresis results are in
fact free of amplicons, the nested PCR products
displaying no visible NTD amplicon band at gel
electrophoresis (Figure 3, panels F, G and H) were
also sequenced. The results of sequencing the NTD
nested PCR products on sample M22-51 are shown
in Figure 28.

A new set of nested RT-PCR primers, referred to
as the NTD1 primers, was designed in an attempt to
amplify a 445-base segment of the S gene
immediately upstream of the RBD on samples
M22-47, M22-51 and M22-68. The sequence of the
primary RT-PCR forward primer is PF1:
5’-TTATGTGGGTTATCTTCAACC;
the primary RT-PCR reverse primer is PR2:
5’-AGTTTGCCCTGGAGCGATTTG;
the nested PCR forward primer is NF3:
5’-GTGGGTTATCTTCAACCTAGG;
and the nested PCR reverse primer is NR4:
5’-TTTGCCCTGGAGCGATTTGTC. The NTD1
primer RT-PCR conditions were identical to those
used for routine testing. The RT-PCR results are
presented in a gel image labeled NTD1 (Figure 29).
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Figure 28A

Figure 28B

Figures 28A and 28B. These two bidirectional sequencing electropherograms confirmed that there was no
NTD SB7/SB8 nested PCR amplicon on sample M22-51, as shown in Figure 3, Panel G, Lane 51.
Figure 29

Figure 29 is an image of agarose gel electrophoresis of
the RT-PCR products showing that the new set of NTD1
PCR primers was able to amplify a 445-bp segment of
the S gene immediately upstream of the RBD on sample
M22-51, but not on samples M22-47 and M22-68. A
forward primer sequencing verified the authenticity of
the RT-PCR product from sample M22-51 (Figure 30).

Three sets of nested RT-PCR primers were used
and failed to generate a cDNA amplicon of the RBD
or the NTD of the S gene for Sanger sequencing
from sample M22-68. Without sequencing
information of the S gene RBD or NTD, sample
M22-68 was considered as a “presumptive”
Omicron variant based on the N gene R203K and
G204R mutations only.
In the GenBank sequence database, there are
numerous Omicron look-alike isolates that harbor
the N gene mutations and the S gene NTD
mutations commonly seen in the Omicron variants
without the characteristic Omicron mutations in the
RBD of the S gene. One of such examples is
illustrated by GenBank Sequence ID# OL898842, a
specimen collected on 4 December 2021 in Texas,
U.S.A. This isolate had the P13L, Δ31- 33, R203K
and G204R mutations in the N gene, and the A67V,
Δ69-70, T95I, Δ211, L212I, and ins214EPE
mutations in the S gene NTD, but not the mutations
in the RBD to qualify for an Omicron variant
(Figure 31).
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Figure 30

Figure 30 is an electropherogram of the forward sequencing of the sample M22-51 nested RT-PCR amplicon
illustrated in Figure 29, using the forward nested PCR NF3 primer as the sequencing primer. It shows G339D
(GAT), R346K(AAA), S371L(CTC), S373P(CCA) and S375F(TTC) mutations (codons underlined), which are
suggestive of an Omicron variant BA.1 with an additional R346K mutation. However, since the routine RT-PCR
primers failed to amplify the key segments of the RBD and NTD in this sample, accurate diagnosis of the subvariant
is not possible.
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Figure 31

Figure 31 is an S protein NTD/RBD amino acid sequence retrieved from GenBank Sequence ID# OL898842. The
underlined bold letters “VIS”, “I”, “II” and “EPE” marked the sites of mutations “A67V, Δ69-70”, “T95I”, “Δ211,
L212I”, and “ins214EPE”, respectively. In the GenBank database, the letter X (typed in red here) is used to highlight
the presence of undetermined or variable amino acids, an indication of multi-allelic SNPs in these nucleic acid
sequence positions. If these X codon sequences have replaced those in the primer-binding site of the template for the
3’terminus of a PCR primer, the RT-PCR process will fail.

4

Discussion

PCR was invented to replicate, or to amplify, a
target segment of DNA for DNA sequencing
without going through a laborious bacterial cloning
[35]. PCR needs a pair of primers, single-stranded
DNAs of about 20 bases long, to define the segment
of target DNA to be replicated. But PCR
primer/template hybridization is not fully sequencespecific because PCR primers may attach to nontarget DNAs and amplify unwanted DNAs if these
DNAs are present and partially match the primers
in nucleotide sequence. As a result, relying on PCR,
especially the qPCR technology using Ct numbers
as the surrogate for actual PCR product analysis, for
disease diagnosis is bound to generate false
positives. The experimental results of this work
emphasize that while RT-qPCR is generating a
significant number of false-positive test results at
the current stage of the COVID-19 pandemic, the
very nature of PCR lacking specificity can be

exploited for designing useful diagnostics for all
SARS-related coronaviruses in general if the PCR
products are routinely monitored by DNA
sequencing. The key points are discussed as
follows.
4.1. The COVID-19 pandemic could have been
avoided or curtailed by using the SARSCoV-1 specific RT-PCR primers in early
2020
PCR is a chemical process of primer-initiated
template-directed exponential enzymatic polymerization of deoxynucleoside triphosphates (dNTPS)
in the test tube. The specificity of the PCR DNA
amplification depends on the fidelity of the enzyme,
the DNA polymerase whose function is to extend
the length of the primer by adding only the correctly
matched dNTP to the 3’ end of the primer according
to the direction of the template sequence. The
binding of a primer to the template, commonly
referred to as annealing, is based on hybridization
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of two ssDNA fragments, which is a nonspecific
process in that a primer can actually bind to a
segment of ssDNA with mismatched nucleotides
and initiate a PCR. The present study has presented
experimental evidence to support the claim that the
world could have taken advantage of the partially
specific nature of PCR amplification by using the
CDC-recommended SARS-CoV-1 specific RTPCR primers and diagnostic protocol [10] for
accurate detection of SARS-CoV-2 at the early
stage of the COVID-19 outbreak to avoid or to
curtail a pandemic and to lower the death toll. The
history of SARS epidemic control in 2003 clearly
shows that early detection of positives correctly is
of paramount importance to suppress the spread of
coronaviruses, ending the SARS epidemic in six
months without developing a variant of concern. A
set of RT-PCR primers targeting a highly conserved
genomic segment of SARS coronaviruses, such as
the CDC-recommended SARS-CoV-1 specific RTPCR primers [10] or the N gene RT-PCR primers
presented in this paper, should be available to all
major community hospital laboratories in the world
in preparation for a timely accurate diagnosis in the
next SARS coronavirus outbreak. The hospital
laboratories dealing with patients should not wait
for the commercial companies to develop an
approved test kit to diagnose another emerging
SARS coronavirus for early patient treatment and
isolation.
It is noteworthy to point out that while the 306base inter-primer ORF1ab gene sequences defined
by primer Cor-p-F3 (+) and primer Cor-p-R1 (–)
(Figure 1) in the 16 specimens collected in October
2020 were identical to that of the corresponding
segment of the ORF1ab gene sequence of the
Wuhan-Hu-1 prototype (GenBank Sequence ID:
NC_045512.2), the 398-base N gene sequences
defined by the Co4/Co3 primer pair in these 16
samples all showed single nucleotide mutations
[15].

4.2. PCR needs DNA sequencing to verify the
authenticity of its products in molecular
diagnosis
The general assumption that PCR only extends a
matched, but not mismatched, nucleotide at the 3’
end of a primer is incorrect [36-39]. Using real-time
Taqman™ PCR as a model to investigate the effects
of primer-template mismatches, a group of
investigators showed that a few base mismatches
between the primer and the template were well
tolerated by the PCR process. Even a nucleotide
mismatch at the 3’-terminal position of a primer did
not prevent initiation of a real-time PCR but led to
an increase of the Ct value by 5.19, on average.
Mismatch impact rapidly declined at positions
further away from the 3’-terminal position,
although there were exceptions [39].
The Sanger sequencing results presented in this
paper confirm that the CDC-recommended SARSCoV-1 Cor-p-R1 (-) reverse PCR primer is able to
amplify a corresponding 348-bp target cDNA of the
SARS-CoV-2 gene for diagnostic purposes even
when there were 3 mismatches in a primer, one of
them located at the 3’-terminal position (Figure
1B). But this principle does not apply to RT-qPCR
diagnostics, because a 3’-terminal nucleotide
mismatch in a primer may boost the Ct value to
“negative” territory, a common problem when
turning a quantitative test into a qualitative “Yes or
No” test. The flaw of the RT-qPCR as a diagnostic
assay is that it depends on a number, which may
vary from laboratory to laboratory and from test run
to test run, to distinguish between the positives and
the negatives of a test result. The analyte of PCR is
a segment of target DNA, the presence of which can
only be verified by demonstrating its nucleotide
sequence.
Comparing the N gene reverse nested PCR
primer used for this study with the corresponding N
gene segment of SARS-CoV-1 (GenBank Seq. ID#
AY508724) showed only 1 mismatch located 1 base
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away from the 3’ terminus of the primer. And there
were 2 mismatches located 12 bases away from the
3’ terminus in the forward nested PCR primer.
Therefore, it is expected that the N gene nested RTPCR primer set used in this study can also amplify
a corresponding 398-bp N gene of the SARS-CoV1, or of another emerging SARS coronavirus,
because these regions of the N gene are highly
conserved in this group of viruses.

for partial S gene sequencing. Another 2 of the 29
positive samples yielded either a positive RBD RTPCR product or a positive NTD RT-PCR product,
not both (Table 3). These results indicate that 4/29
(13.8%) of the positive samples might be missed if
a segment of the S gene were chosen as the only
RT-PCR target for COVID-19 diagnosis. The S
gene mutation rate is probably much higher than
that of the N gene among the Omicron strains.

In the absence of a preferred target template, the
DNA polymerase may extend a PCR primer which
has attached to a non-target DNA with at least 6
matching bases in its 3’ end [40]. For example, the
SARS-CoV-2 N gene reverse nested PCR primer
has been shown to initiate a PCR amplification of a
segment of human chromosome 1 gene due to a 6base match in its 3’ terminus with a human genomic
sequence [15], a mechanism that may contribute to
the 21 RT-qPCR false-positive reference specimens
(Figure 3, panels A-E). According to the FDA
advice, false results generated by RT-qPCR assays
can be investigated using Sanger sequencing [41].

However, some SARS-CoV-2 isolates with an N
gene harboring P13L, Δ31-33, R203K and G204R
mutations may not have a demonstrable RBD
mutation profile to support an Omicron variant
diagnosis as shown in the GenBank sequences ID#
OL898842, OL901854, OL902308 and OL920485
even when the NTD of the S gene in these isolates
has been sequenced to show the presence of A67V,
Δ69-70, T95I, G142D and Δ143-145 mutations, as
shown in Figure 31. The N gene R203K and G204R
mutations are not reliable for Omicron variant
diagnosis because they were already found in the
SARS-CoV-2 strains circulating in early 2020 [42]
long before the Omicron variant emerged. In the
current series, 2 (M22-44 and M22-68) of 29
positive samples did not yield an RBD sequence for
a definitive diagnosis of an Omicron variant.

Non-target DNA amplification by PCR was
clearly demonstrated in Figures 18-21, in which a
set of PCR primers was found to amplify a shorter
DNA segment instead of the fully matched longer
target template when the shorter DNA segment
offered a 9-base sequence matching the 3’ terminal
sequence of a PCR primer (Figure 21). PCR always
prefers amplification of shorter templates when
there is such an option [34].
4.3. The N gene is a more reliable target for RTPCR detection while partial S gene
sequencing is needed for variant
determination
Of the 29 specimens collected from patients in the
month of January 2022 that were confirmed to be
positive for SARS-CoV-2 by partial N gene
sequencing, there were 2 from which neither an
RBD nor an NTD RT-PCR product band could be
generated by a set of PCR primers routinely used

4.4. Multi-allelic SNPs found in Omicron
variants
When RNA viruses are allowed to transmit from
population to population, genetic change invariably
occurs due to RNA polymerase copying errors. In
any given SARS-CoV-2 infection, there are
probably thousands of viral particles each with
unique single-letter mutations [43]. However, only
a small fraction of these intra-host single-nucleotide
variants become fixed [44], to be passed to the next
generation to infect another host. Epidemiological
studies often employ per-patient consensus
sequences, which summarize each patient’s virus
population into a single sequence and ignore minor
variants. This paper has presented Sanger sequencing
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evidence (Figures 11, 12, 13,15, 22 and 27) for
these minor variants, which co-exist with a
dominant Omicron variant in single hosts.
Although little attention was directed to these minor
variants of SARS-CoV-2, intra-host diversity has
been shown to affect disease progression [45],
transmission risk [46], and treatment outcome [47]
in other RNA viruses. The existence of these multiallelic SNPs involving the RBD of SARS-CoV-2
warrants further investigation.
This study shows that Omicron subvariant
sequences with multi-allelic SNPs are commonly
found in the S gene RBD and NTD, but only rarely
found in the N gene. A high frequency of multiallelic SNPs may even lower the PCR efficiency to
a level at which the S gene PCR products could not
form a visible band at electrophoresis but was
demonstrated by Sanger sequencing (Figure 13). As
previously reported, there were no demonstrable
multi-allelic SNPs in the N gene [15] or in the S
gene RBD and NTD [25] of the SARS-CoV-2
isolates collected in October 2020. Sequencing of
the N gene nested PCR contents without a visible
band at agarose gel electrophoresis invariably
showed no evidence of an amplification product
[15].
4.5. A 42% false discovery rate of RT-qPCR
assays for SARS-CoV-2 RNA detection
Real-time or quantitative PCR (qPCR) was first
described in 1993 to monitor the accumulation of
double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) being generated in
each PCR cycle. Results obtained with this
approach can quantitate very small numbers of a
known dsDNA in the mixture [48] when there are
no other interfering DNAs in the system. The
analyte is measured relative to a set of standards
used to construct a standard curve [49]. However,
when qPCR is adapted into a “plus/minus” or a
“yes/no” assay for the purpose of detecting genomic
DNA of an infectious agent in a complex clinical
specimen, it needs to distinguish zero from non-

zero in a standard curve. But in chemical
quantitative analysis, the spacing between the zero
calibrator and the lowest limit of quantitation of an
analyte is extremely difficult to determine [50].
Using qPCR for the diagnosis of infectious
diseases, such as Monkeypox virus infections, the
CDC requires the testing laboratories to establish
their own positive control Ct cut-off value or to
prepare a standard curve in order to identify the
samples that are truly positive for Monkeypox virus
DNAs [51]. However, no such requirement is set
for the SARS-CoV-2 RT-qPCR assays [52]. As a
result, the diagnostic laboratories do not have a
validated quantitative standard curve or a verified
Ct cut-off value for SARS-CoV-2 RT-qPCR tests;
cut-off values differ from laboratory to laboratory.
In some circumstances, the distinction between
background noise and actual presence of the target
virus is difficult to ascertain [53] in these RT-qPCR
assays; a 42% false discovery rate in SARS-CoV-2
RT-qPCR assays is not unexpected. The need for a
confirmatory test with 100% specificity was
already recognized by the current CDC director 2
years ago [54]. Using RT-qPCR tests with falsepositive results to evaluate the endpoint in COVID19 vaccine development might have artificially
inflated the vaccine effectiveness. For example, the
COVID-19 vaccine efficacy in the clinical trials
was primarily assessed by the results of RT-qPCR
testing of placebo participants with minor symptoms
[55]. Without confirmatory Sanger sequencing of
the RT-qPCR products, the claim of the BNT162b2
vaccine being 95% effective against COVID-19
[56] becomes questionable.
4.6. Limitations of diagnostic testing for SARSCoV-2 Omicron subvariants
Sanger sequencing of the Spike protein gene RBD
and NTD segments has been recommended as a
practical means for SARS-CoV-2 variant diagnosis
by the European CDC and the WHO [57].
However, there are more than 500 amino acids
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encoded by more than 1,500 nucleotides in this
region of the S gene, spanning from the beginning
of the NTD to the end of the RBD. Since there is a
high mutation rate in the RBD and the NTD of the
Omicron strains, an enormous number of
subvariants have been reported in the literature,
with uncertain or unproven clinical significance.
Mutations affecting the primer-binding sites may
cause S gene RT-PCR failures, as demonstrated in
specimens M22-47, M22-51 and M22-68 in this
report, although the N gene of these samples can be
amplified and sequenced. Moving the S gene PCR
primers to another region may amplify an
alternative segment. But the alternative sequence
may not show the exact anticipated mutation profile
for a rigid variant classification, as demonstrated in
Figure 30 for M22-51. Figure 30 shows G339D,
S371L, S373P, and S375F mutations indicative of
an Omicron BA.1 subvariant, but also an additional
R346K mutation, which is one of the key mutations
in a recently emerging Omicron BF.7 subvariant
[58]. Bidirectional sequencing electropherograms
confirming the presence of R346K mutation in
specimen M22-51 and a novel L84I mutation in the
S gene NTD in another BA.4/BA.5 subvariant
sample have been previously published [59]. These
Sanger sequencing data suggest that the circulating
Omicron viruses cannot always be pigeonholed into
a rigid subvariant. Despite our desperate, eternal
attempt to separate, contain, and mend, categories
always leak (Trinh 1989:94) [60].

5

Conclusion

The widely used RT-qPCR assay relying on a Ct
number as the surrogate for the physical presence
of SARS-CoV-2 nucleic acid in clinical specimens
is flawed. This study shows that there are at least
42% false positives in the nasopharyngeal swab
samples that were collected and tested in January
2022 and labeled as RT-qPCR positives. However,
the nonspecific binding of PCR primers to closely

related nucleic acids can be exploited by using a set
of consensus PCR primers to amplify all SARS
coronaviruses, including those emerging in the
future, provided the PCR products are routinely
verified by DNA sequencing. All PCR-positive
specimens should be sequenced for verification of
the PCR products and for variant determination.
Routine sequencing of the RBD and NTD of the S
gene can timely discover significant amino acid
mutations that have impacts on vaccine efficacies
and therapeutics.
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